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BITS AND PIECES

“Become a relentless learner”
ZOOM NEWS
Tirza Haviv, Technical/ZOOM Chairperson, announced that several training sessions will be
available to all before the beginning of the Summer session. If you would like to register for one
or all of them, please send your request with the name(s) of the training(s) you would like to
attend to Roberta Berson. When we determine how many will attend each session, you will be notified of the dates and times.
rhpberson@gmail.com
1. Pre-Term Coordinator Training and Updates: Strongly recommended for all Course Coordinators. Recommended for all co-coordinators as well. Even if you have previously coordinated or
had Coordinator training in the past, this brief overview will keep you up to date on Zoom’s
newest features. Manual for Zoom Coordinators, Updates Carrie will speak on Zoom Etiquette.
2. SHARESCREEN Training: For all full-time SAGE students needing training in Share Screen for
class presentations. Manual for ShareScreen
3. PowerPoint/Keynote Training: For all full-time SAGE students needing training in PowerPoint
and Keynote. Manual for PowerPoint Basics
4. ZOOM Basics: For all full-time SAGE students wishing to participate in Zoom classes. Manual
for Zoom users, Manual for Updates

SURVEY ON RESUMING IN-PERSON CLASSES
Be on the lookout for an emailed survey concerning SAGE’s resumption of in-person classes.
The SAGE Board wants your input. Please reply promptly when you receive the survey.

CHURCH PANTRY
Some of you have asked about the situation with the Church food pantry and whether you can
drop off food. The answer is that the food pantry still needs help and contributions of either food
or money are greatly appreciated by the Church. While many of us are beginning to feel like the
end is in sight, the crisis is not over and won’t be for a few months for those who lost their jobs
during the pandemic. And, of course, there were many people who were food insecure even
before the pandemic hit. This is how you can help:
Send a check to St. Andrew/St. Charles Episcopal Church, 16651 Rinaldi St., Granada Hills, CA
91344. Make the check payable to St. Andrew/St. Charles Episcopal Church. Please write “food
pantry” in the memo line.
If you prefer to leave food at the Church pantry, the Church secretary, Barbara, can let you in
on Mondays, Tuesdays & Thursdays from 8:30 AM until Noon. (Barbara’s office is in the same
building as the Sanctuary of the Church across the patio from the back door of the building where
our classrooms are located.)

INK CARTRIDGE DROP-OFF
On a different subject, before we closed the SAGE administrative office, many of you were
kind enough to save your used printer ink cartridges for us for recycling. You have asked if we still
want them. The answer is definitely, yes. Please keep them for us and we will collect them when
we once again begin in-person meetings. We take them to Office Depot and get credits which we
use for supplies for the administrative office. When the SAGE office is open we can usually get
about $200.00 worth of credits a year.
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THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED . . . Or how I helped the economy of Chile

Ann Radow

Below is a really interesting photo of the Marble Caves in Patagonia. Unfortunately Rosalie and I
missed the Caves in Patagonia, but just trying to see them provided us with plenty of adventure.
Sometimes the road less traveled . . .
Our first night in Chile, while sleeping in our hotel in Santiago, there was a massive earthquake,
(this was after the guide on the City Tour we had taken that day informed us, “we have earthquakes
in Chile, but very rarely!!!).” I might add that while the quake was going on, I was holding my arm
up against the armoire next to my bed. Did I think that was going to stop it from falling on me?
Thankfully it didn't.

The next day Rosalie said to give it a go and drive south. Of course this was where the roads
were freshly torn up, so, consequently, we had to turn back. We stood in line for ages to get gas
and when it was finally our turn we discovered we could only get $5 worth of gas. I can't remember
how we got enough gas, but we did. We arrived back in Santiago around 2 a.m. in an area we didn't
know, but found our way back to the boutique hotel where we had stayed the night before. Fortunately, the room we had occupied was still available.
The next day we tried to get a flight to Buenos Aires but, of course, the airport was closed, and
also badly damaged. We went to the bus station and managed to purchase bus tickets to Mendoza
going over the Andes. Rosalie had a raging cold. And, adding insult to injury, we did not have a hotel reservation in Mendoza, although we had tried to find one online before leaving Santiago.
Consequently, we ended up at the Hilton — a chain hotel, a no-no for us. We talked our way into a room. There was a wine festival in Mendoza and all the restaurants were full — and we had another no-no moment. We had to resort to room service for dinner that night. I know I also had half
a bottle of wine. The next day Rosalie’s cold improved, and we managed to purchase a flight to
Buenos Aires for the following day. So, the rest of the day we took a look around Mendoza. I helped
the economy by buying a bag from a street vendor and a pair of shoes from a store. That night we
had a wonderful meal and great wine — although I did send back my first choice for dinner — goat!!
Just too salty. Afterwards we said we should have stayed another night, but we obviously weren't
thinking too well.
Why am I telling you all this — because of the photo of the Marble Caves in Patagonia which we
never got to see.
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WHERE TO GO IN LAS VEGAS AFTER YOU’VE LOST ALL YOUR MONEY GAMBLING

Rosalie Lazarus
Yes, there are many interesting places to go that are not on the strip. If you’ve never been
to the Mob Museum, you won’t want to miss it. It was opened in 2012 on the site of the old Las
Vegas Post Office and Courthouse, built in 1933. You’ll be astounded at how fascinating crime
stories and artifacts can be.
Then, visit the Neon Museum. It was opened in 1996 and is also a winner. They’ve saved
most of the neon signs from the hotels that were destroyed to make room for the new monstrosities. Seeing the neon signs of the Sands and Sahara will bring back many memories, some
probably good, some perhaps painful. In fact the impetus behind the museum was the loss of
the iconic sign from the Sands which had been scrapped when it closed in 1995. Of course they
also have the old Silver Slipper sign as well.
Wayne Newton’s Casa de Shenandoah is quite interesting as well, though I’m not sure it is
still open to the public. He opened it in 2015 after he had moved to a new home. He still keeps
his stable of beautiful Arabian horses, his expensive automobile collection, his plane and much
his memorabilia there.
[Singer Wayne Newton initially purchased five acres of the site in 1966. Additional acreage was acquired between 1969 and 1972. The ranch would ultimately consist of 39.5 acres. . . As of 1970, Newton
had an Arabian horse-breeding stable on the ranch. By 1973, the ranch had three houses and a horse
hospital. Casa de Shenandoah was home to 120 Arabian horses. The ranch would later include
a heliport and a dozen automobiles in various garages located on the estate. In addition, Casa de Shenandoah had artesian wells and lakes. Casa de Shenandoah
closed to the public on April 24, 2018 but may be open again in
the near future.]

You might be surprised to learn that my favorite architect, Frank Geary, designed the Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Brain Health in Las Vegas. It opened in 2010. It is
fascinating and hard to describe, but, of course, whimsical. Don’t miss driving by.
You won’t believe what downtown Las Vegas has become. The area has a zip line down
Fremont Street, and the whole scene is rather disgusting. There are beggars in weird costumes
all along the street. One woman was dressed in a nun’s outfit with one breast exposed, and it
doesn’t get any better the further you walk. There is a bar on Fremont Street called “Don’t Tell
Momma.” The original is in New York and is great. This one is awful, so don’t waste what little
money you have left finding out if I’m right. I do recommend having dinner at my favorite
place, Hugo’s Cellar, in the Four Queens Hotel. Besides the lovely ambience and good food,
Hugo’s Cellar gives all the women a beautiful red rose before they leave.
Before writing this column, I did a little research and found I had missed an awful lot, including the Berlin Wall Urinal. It’s actually a piece of the wall inside the men’s room at the
Main Street Station Hotel and Casino. New owners found it when they purchased the hotel in
1990. It was part of the décor and they decided to place the urinals in front of it. How clever!
We also missed seeing the Banksy murals in the Green Street Kitchen at the Palms Restaurant. It’s a video arcade theme restaurant. I read that you enter through a vending machine
door after passing through a tunnel painted by another graffiti artist, Robert Provenzano.
Sounds intriguing.
Cont. Page 6
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And did you know there is now a World Market Center to rival our Blue Whale in L.A.? It’s a
five-million-square-foot showcase for the furniture industry. Or did you know about the
Burlesque Hall of Fame? I didn’t. It was originally located in Helendale, Nevada (wherever that is)
and moved to Las Vegas in 2006. It was formerly known as Exotic World and began as the personal
collection of stripper Jennie Lee. You’ll love this one…They annually give a “Sassy Lassie” award
to the person who has contributed significantly to the promotion and preservation of the art of
burlesque.
If burlesque is not your thing, you can also find the Pinball Hall of Fame. It has the largest
pinball collection in the world, just opened this year and, lo and behold, IT”S FREE. On your way
out of town don’t miss Red Rock Canyon. It’s a 13-mile scenic drive and well worth the price of
admission. The day Ann Radow and I were there, we got in free because the ambulances and rescue crews were trying to get a fallen hiker out of the canyon. I guess they thought we were part
of the TV crew.
No, I did not include the “Chicken Ranch”. It’s 60 miles outside of Las Vegas and if you’re
wondering why, it’s because Clark County doesn’t allow prostitution (legally anyway).
P.S. On your way to Las Vegas there is a nostalgic restaurant called “Peggy Sue’s 50’s Diner” located in Yermo. The food is pretty good and in case you didn’t know, Yermo is 146 miles from
Encino and 139 miles from Las Vegas.

DAN’S PIES
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WORDS: Meanings you might not know
DRUB: Verb | Drub
To beat severely, to berate critically, to defeat decisively
RETRONYM:
When a new term gets created to distinguish an older version of a thing from a newer version of
a thing. Such as Black coffee or acoustic guitar
DISINTERESTED or UNINTERESTED?
Disinterested means neutral or unbiased. Uninterested means you don’t care
MINATORY adjective | MIN-uh-tor-ee
Having a menacing quality
FUNGIBLE adjective | FUN-gi-ble
Being something (such as money or a commodity) of such a nature that one part or quantity may
be replaced by another equal part of quantity in paying a debt or settling an account
“Managers typically use more than a hundred different lineups over the course of the season.
Batting orders are so fungible that few players last long in one spot.”
EXCHANGEABLE
Capable of mutual substitution; INTERCHANGEABLE
Readily changeable to adapt to new situations;
FORFEND verb | f o r-FE ND
Prevent or forbidADULATE verb | AJ-uh-layt
To praise effusively, slavishly, flatter excessively, fawn upon
To pay homage to without exercising a critical sense of values

CHLAMYS noun | KLAM-us
a short, oblong mantle worn by young men of ancient Greece
BOGART verb |BOH-gahrt
To cause (someone) to do something by means of force or coercion – bully
To use the entirety of or consume without sharing
DROSS noun | DRAHSS
The scum or unwanted material that forms on the surface of molten metal
Waste or foreign matter: impurity
Something that is base, trivial or inferior
FUSTIAN noun | FUSS C HUN
A strong cotton and linen fabric
A class of cotton fabrics usually having a pile face and twill weave
High-Flown or affected writing or speech; Broadly: anything high-flown or affected in style
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HOW TO STOP SPAM CALLS
PUBLISHED April 7, 2021, New York Times, Thorin Klosowski

“Let’s start with the bad news: I’m from the IRS , and you owe us money for taxes, which you
can pay in iTunes gift cards. But the good news is [horn sound], you’ve won tickets for a cruise”
Congratulations!
If you have a phone number in the US, you’ve likely answered calls like this. But where do
they come from? What are the laws that attempt to wrangle them, and what can you do about
them in the meantime?

WHAT ARE SPAM CALLS AND WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?
Telemarketing:

These calls originate from a live person who is trying to sell you something from a legally
registered business. Such calls are annoying but generally not fraudulent.

Legal robocalls:
Legal robocalls are automated calls for notifications, services, or sometimes bills. A robocall
is not inherently spam. Everyone gets legitimate robocalls from doctor’s offices confirming appointments, political campaigns looking for votes, debt collectors pursuing money, charities contacting prior donors, or schools making announcements. Legal robocalls are automated calls for
notifications, services, or sometimes bills. A robocall is not inherently spam. Everyone gets legitimate robocalls from doctor’s offices confirming appointments,

Illegal Robocalls:
Illegal robocalls include many pre-recorded messages you didn’t sign up to receive. This category includes calls such as a sketchy auto-warranty call, student-loan scams, or a call that went
out during the presidential election telling people not to vote. In some cases, such as the autowarranty call, you’re asked to press a button to connect to a live person who begins the scam.

Scam calls:
When a live person calls and tries to defraud you in some way, that’s a scam call. This category includes everything from the aforementioned auto-warranty scam to kidnapping scams.
There are so many robocall scams the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) keeps a glossary of different iterations.
Such calls have been around for decades, but they’ve increased over the years due to the
simplicity of the technology behind them. Through Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) calling, a
single computer can make thousands of calls an hour. Caller-ID spoofing—in which a caller shows
up on your phone’s display with a legitimate number or, in some cases, with your number—has
also become easier, making it possible for callers to get around lists blockingspecific numbers.
According to complaints filed with the Federal Trade Commission between December 2019
and December 2020, people filed over 4 million Do Not Call complaints, with around 71% being
robocalls and 22% being a live caller. Imposters (a sort of catch-all term that includes IRS scams,
nanny scams, and Social Security scams) comprised the most common complaint of 2020.
Of course, these figures account only for the complaints people bothered to file with the FTC
or FCC. The anti-robocall company YouMail estimated 4.6 billion calls for its subscribers in February 2021 alone, for example, while Robokiller, a similar company, estimated nearly 5.7 billion for
that month. That means many people are getting around 15 to 20 robocalls a month.
cont. page 9
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Many of these scams follow a logical pattern. For example, you’re likely to get more IRS scams
during tax-filing season and scams pitching fake coronavirus tests became common in 2020. Aid
scams follow disasters around the US, as happened during the wildfires in California in 2020, where
residents got calls from scammers posing as the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The process tends to go similarly in most scams, even across variations. First, the scam caller
hooks you, usually by convincing you that something is wrong and that they can help you fix the
problem. Once you’re hooked, a second scammer might take over the phone call and then leverage
the initial caller’s groundwork to scam money out of you. They might even employ identity-theft
tricks such as doing online research through social networks or people-search sites to verify basic
facts about you to gain your trust. Using this information, they could name services you have an account with, such as a public utility or a bank. Or they might just take a stab at a generality, such as
the fact that you have a Windows computer or an Apple account.
Once they have your trust, the scammer moves on to getting money from you. They might try
to set up a direct bank transfer by tricking you into revealing your bank login information over the
phone or screen-sharing on a computer, or they might direct you to send funds through a mobile
payment app, or they may even attempt to convince you to drive to the store (staying on the phone
the whole time) to purchase gift cards, which the scammer can then turn into cash.
Robocall scams may appear poorly designed and easy to spot as fake, but they persist because
sometimes they work. Scams take all sorts of forms, but it’s worthwhile to take a look at some specific scams—such as this common antivirus scan and a story about a woman who had $340,000 stolen through a Social Security scam – to understand how they catch victims. Also be sure to read
about how contact-tracing scams work.

WHY ARE YOU GETTING SPAM CALLS?
Scam calls aren’t personal. Not really, anyway. Representatives at the FCC and FTC both told
us that robocall scammers might call numbers randomly or by sequentially dialing numbers by area
code. There’s also a market for robocallers that call to see if anyone picks up and then turn around
and sell that list to other scammers. The same goes for text messages, where they may test to see
if you tap a link or reply to the message trying to opt out.
Scammers, being unscrupulous, can theoretically buy a list of phone numbers from a legitimate
source for their illegitimate needs. When the folks behind the podcast Reply All dug into the possibility of mobile apps collecting and sharing phone numbers alongside location, they didn’t find anything definitive. Legislation passed with the aim of curbing illegitimate robocalls goes way back to
the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 and cropped up most recently, last year, in the
form of the Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence Act. But there’s not
much oversight over how companies sell or share data after they collect it. First Orion, a scamprotection company, analyzed more than 40 billion calls and found that scammers are now using
information from data breaches for more-focused scams, but the majority of robocalls are likely
still randomized.

Isn’t there a law about this?
Laws passed with the aim of curbing illegitimate robocalls go way back to the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 and cropped up most recently, last year, in the form of the Telephone
Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence Act. The TRACED Act increased the fine on
spam robocallers from $1,500 to $10,000 per call, and more important, it requires phone companies
to improve their call-authentication technology to weed out scammers before the phone even rings.
One sign the FCC is looking to rein in robocallers came in March 2021, when the agency fined two
Texas-based telemarketers $225 million. But even with increased enforcement in the US, such efforts won’t put a stop to calls that originate overseas where law enforcement is difficult.
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How to Keep Produce Fresh for Weeks (Hint: It’s Not Always in the
Fridge) UPDATED JUNE 30, 2020, New York Times Wirecutter
Consider the conditions
When storing fresh fruits and vegetables, you have to consider “temperature, ethylene, and
airflow—the big three,” said Emily Gove, sales strategist in fresh produce at Equal Exchange. A
lot of produce keeps well in the refrigerator, while some items like potatoes, onions, and garlic
are best left at cool room temperatures.
And then there’s ethylene gas (PDF), which some fruits—such as apples and bananas—
naturally release. It hastens the ripening (and eventual decay) of certain types of produce that
are ethylene-sensitive, like cabbage, leafy greens, lettuce, and broccoli, just to name a few.
Whether you refrigerate or not, you should keep ethylene-sensitive fruits and veggies separate
from the gas-emitting ones.
Produce that keeps best at room temperature needs air circulation. Plastic bags equal premature spoilage. Even if the bananas, potatoes, or onions you bought came in a perforated plastic
bag, they’ll last longer if you take them out and let them breathe.
Most refrigerated produce stays fresh longer when sealed, whether in zip-top plastic
bags, reusable silicone pouches, or containers with tight-fitting lids. These containers hold in
moisture, preventing produce from dehydrating, and they help protect sensitive produce from
the effects of ethylene gas. You can use produce bags from the grocery store, too.
The factors that affect produce freshness (temperature, humidity, how long ago an item was
harvested before you brought it home) can vary widely. Everyone hopes to limit food waste right
now, and you may be able to get more life out of your produce than the timelines we suggest.
Use your judgment—if it looks, smells, and tastes just fine, you may not want to default to
throwing it away. On the other hand, if something feels off, trust your instincts and follow the
food safety adage: When in doubt, throw it out.

Potatoes and sweet potatoes
●Don’t refrigerate.
●Store in a cool, dark place with relatively high humidity.
● Allow air circulation
● Keep separate from onions, bananas, and other ethylene-producing items.
Whether they’re starchy (russets) or waxy (Yukon Golds), potatoes keep for a few weeks
when stored in a cool, dark place such as an air-conditioned pantry or a cellar, away from large
appliances, which generate heat. Potatoes are also ethylene-sensitive and shouldn’t hang out
near onions or bananas.
Even under ideal conditions, potatoes eventually sprout or turn green. Advice about whether
they’re still safe to eat at that point is conflicting. Poison Control says to toss potatoes if they’re
green or have sprouts. Personally we've found that as long as the potato is still firm, you can cut
off the sprouts and eyes before you cook and be just fine. Green skin or flesh, however, is an indication that the potato contains toxic levels of two glycoalkaloids and should be thrown out.
cont. page 11
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Sweet potatoes and yams do well in similar storage conditions but might have a shorter shelf
life (about one to two weeks) than regular spuds. Refrigerated sweet potatoes develop a hard
center and can take longer to cook, so stash them with your other potatoes in a cool, dark place.
Sprouted sweet potatoes are safe to eat; just trim off the sprouts before cooking. But you should
discard any shriveled, moldy, or rotten sweet potatoes

Other roots and tubers
● Remove any leafy green tops

● Refrigerate in a plastic bag for the longest life.
● For a shorter term (up to two weeks), store loose in your crisper drawer.
Beets, turnips, rutabagas, carrots, parsnips, and ginger are long-term storage superstars
since they aren’t fussy about where in the fridge you keep them. Because they don’t release
much ethylene gas, you can store root vegetables next to more gas-sensitive produce like leafy
greens, cabbages, broccoli, and cauliflower. Ginger is especially hardy and can handle a decent
amount of abuse. I usually toss loose ginger roots in my vegetable crisper drawer, where they
keep well for a few weeks.
If you buy carrots, beets, or turnips with their greens still attached, remove those tops down
to the root before storing, since they pull moisture out of the vegetable. The roots will stay
fresh. for at least a few weeks sealed in zip-top bags or airtight containers in the refrigerator.
Beet and turnip greens are delicious in soups or stir fries. Store them separately as you would
other leafy greens, and they should stay fresh for about a week.
Radishes, while technically part of the cabbage family, act a lot like other root vegetables.
They stay fresh for a long time in the fridge—sometimes up to three weeks—when stored in an
airtight container, and they keep longer without their leafy greens attached (you can eat these,
too). You can find typical red radishes year-round, but also keep an eye out for daikon radishes, watermelon radishes, and breakfast radishes.

Onions and garlic
● Don’t refrigerate
● Store in a cool, dark place with low humidity.
● Allow some air circulation.
● Keep separate from potatoes and sweet potatoes.
Common onions and garlic, members of the allium family, are easy to keep fresh if you keep
them away from moisture, which makes them spoil faster. First, choose firm, unblemished bulbs
with dry skins. Second, store them in a cool, dry, dark place with air circulation—never in a plastic bag or airtight container. I keep my garlic and onions in a dry food storage container without
the lid. You can store onions and garlic together, ideally not near the stove or other appliances,
but keep them separate from potatoes: Onions and garlic thrive in low humidity (65 to 75 percent), while potatoes love cool, humid (85 to 90 percent) air. Refrigerate leftover cut onions
wrapped in plastic or beeswax wrap or sealed in a food storage container.
And don’t stress if alliums sprout green shoots from the top. Both the bulbs and shoots are
safe to eat, but you can also cut away the green parts and proceed as normal.
cont. page 12
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Cabbage and its cousins
● Refrigerate in sealed containers.
● Uncut heads can be refrigerated without a bag.
● Once cut, seal in an airtight container.
I don’t know if there’s a more perfect food than a humble head of cabbage. It shines in
soups, braises, salads, slaws, and stir fries. It’s delightful pickled, fermented, broiled, or grilled.
And it lasts for what seems like an eternity in the fridge. Although a whole head is bulky, you can
store one naked in your crisper drawer. If space is an issue, you can store it quartered in a ziptop bag. The cut edges may start to oxidize after a week or two, but you can shave off the discolored parts and be back in business. Like cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower are hardy and versatile. Whole crowns stay crisp for up to two weeks in plastic bags or in containers with lids.

Winter squashes
● Store at room temperature
● Keep away from bananas and other ethylene producers.
You don’t need to waste refrigerator space on hard winter squashes like butternut, acorn,
and kabocha. Store these thick-skinned gourds in a cool, dry spot, away from direct sunlight until
sliced. Some winter squash can stay fresh and firm for months— cheese pumpkins, hubbards come
to mind. “I have these three carnival squashes that have kept for [over] six months,” said Gove.
And if your recipe doesn’t use the entire squash, do your future self a favor: Peel, cut, and store
remaining squash in a sealed container or plastic bag so it’s ready to cook.

Leafy greens
● Refrigerate unwashed.
● Seal in zip-top plastic bags.
As the weather warms up, some folks start to yearn for crisp salads or just lighter foods in
general. But since I’m buying produce once every one or two weeks, I have to look for something
that will stay crisp for a long time. Enter: escarole! I love this leafy chicory for its crunch and its
crunch and its slightly bitter flavor. It’s a true multitasking green that’s great in salads, sautés,
soups, and even pesto. I can attest that when stored properly it can keep for up to two weeks in
the fridge. More hardy lettuce substitutes include curly endive, kale, watercress—to name a few.
Excess moisture causes leafy greens to rot faster in the fridge. Because of this, most experts
recommend keeping these vegetables unwashed until you’re ready to use them. If you prefer prewashing so your greens are ready to use, we’ve had success wrapping them in a clean towel, paper towel, or butcher paper to absorb the excess moisture. Just keep in mind that this may
overdry the greens and cause some wilting, so they won’t keep quite as long. To get the longest
life out of your leafy greens, remove and discard any brown or slimy leaves and then store the
rest in a zip-top bag or other airtight container.
These methods also work for other head lettuces such as romaine, green and red leaf, and
Bibb. But their longevity depends on the hardiness of the type of lettuce. For example: Green
leaf and romaine (if you can find it) can keep for a week, but loose leaf, as well as tender Bibb
and butter lettuces, have shorter shelf lives. When I buy leafy greens, I think in both the near and
long term—green and red leaf for the first week and escarole for the second. And then there’s
always iceberg lettuce, which can endure weeks of neglect in your crisper drawer.
cont. page 13
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If you have a head of lettuce that looks a little wilted, Gove has a solution for that: “Get a
bucket or vase and put a little water [about a half-inch] in the bottom. Then trim a little off the
bottom of the root and place the head of lettuce in the vase.” Keep the leaves up and the root
touching the water. Loosely tent with a plastic bag and refrigerate. The lettuce should perk up in
a day—assuming it wasn’t too far gone to begin with.
Celery is in a class of its own. It’ll stay crisp for a coule of weeks in the refrigerator sealed in a
zip-top bag. Or you can cut the stalks into sticks and refrigerate them submerged in water, sealed
in a food storage container.

Apples and pears
•

Refrigerate in a plastic bag.

Ideally, use a crisper drawer that you’ve designated for non-ethylene-sensitive fruit, such as
strawberries, blueberries, navel oranges, and raspberries. Apples should not be left out of the refrigerator for long periods as a display.

Mangoes
● Store unripe at room temperature.
● Once ripe, refrigerate loose and separate from apples and pears.
I think of mangoes as an investment in the future, as most of those available to me are underripe. When sorting through mangoes, look for unblemished fruit. Some will have a pink blush spot
and others won’t; I don’t think that really matters. I like to let them slowly ripen on a towel-lined
tray, away from other fruit. (A bowl or paper bag works , too.) Sometimes they’re ready to eat in a
few days but I have also had mangoes take two weeks to ripen. You’ll know they’re ready when the
flesh softens.

Citrus fruit
● Store on the countertop for up to a week.
● Refrigerate loose for longer storage.
You can store citrus fruits out on the countertop (so you remember to use them) or keep them
fresher longer in the fridge. Oranges and grapefruits aren’t ethylene-sensitive, so you can store
them with apples and pears, but be sure to keep lemons and limes separate from those ethylene
producers. I prefer to eat and cook with room-temperature citrus—they’re easier to juice and peel.
If you have a glut of citrus on your hands, you can take the “now and later” approach: Keep citrus
for the week on your counter and store the rest in the fridge.

A Visual Guide
This handy chart lets you quickly reference how to store all the produce we mention in this article. You can print it out and stick it in a highly-visible spot in your kitchen—like your fridge or a bulletin board.
cont. page 14
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Making Cut Flowers Last Longer
Flower arranging is not only creative and fun, but a beautiful way to showcase or share the
beauty of your garden. Here are some simple tips to make your fresh-picked flowers last as long
as possible.
1. Vase-life can be shortened by bacteria and fungus. Clean and sanitize tools, buckets or vases
used in harvesting and arranging.
2. After cutting the flowers, have a clean bucket of tepid water nearby so you can put flowers in
the water right away. Keep stems a little long so you can recut if needed while arranging them
later.
3. Cut flowers in the morning. Plants take up water at night and are refreshed and hydrated in
the morning.
4. Choose flowers that are not fully open; about 75% open will give you a longer vase life.
5. Cut stems at an angle to increase the area that the stem can take up water.
a. Hollow stem flowers: Lupines, delphiniums, and hollyhocks tend to dry out quickly. To
keep them moist, flip flowers upside down, fill stems with water, and plug with cotton or
soft tissue. Hold the plug in place while placing each flower in the water right side up.
b. Flowers with sap: Some poppies, for example, tend to seal their stems quickly. Keep
stems open by either applying a flame until the opening blackens, or dipping the stem in
boiling water for 20 to 30 seconds.
6. Remove any leaves that would be touching water in the vase to prevent fungus and bacteria
from growing.Mixing a floral preservative (found at a florist) with warm water is the best preservative option. These preservatives contain sugars to keep flowers fresh, an acidifier to
raise the pH of tap water, and biocides to keep fungus and bacteria at bay. You can also make
your own additive using a can of clear lemon-lime (non-diet) soda, which adds sugars and is
acidifying, along with 1 TBS bleach per one gallon of water (recipe courtesy of the Floral Design Institute).
1. Once in the vase, place flowers away from direct sunlight, heat, drafts, or fruit. When fruit
ripens, it emits gasses that cause flowers to age more quickly. Putting flowers in the refriger
ator at night before bed has proven to make bouquets last several days longer.
The most important step is also the easiest—change your vase water every 2 to 3 days.
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Enjoying Edible Flowers
Have your flowers and eat them too! Many flowers taste "fresh" or "grassy", but several species
have enjoyable, unique flavors that can add something special to dishes, beyond beauty.
Quick tips for preparing edible flowers:
•
•
•
•
•

Harvest in the morning for longest lasting blooms.
Look for and remove any insects hiding in the blooms.
Gently rinse flowers.
Choose flowers that are free from chemicals, like one's you grew from seed. Purchased plants
may have had long-lasting chemicals applied to them.
The green sepals that hold the flower together at the base of the flower can be bitter, so consider removing this part, depending on how you will be using the flowers. Removing the sepal
can leave you with a palm of petals, rather than a flower.

Candied Flowers
Candied flowers are delicious and can last for several months. Use them as edible decorations on
desserts, or even savory dishes like quiche.
What you'll need*:
• 1 egg white, slightly beaten until just frothy
• 1 small paint brush
• 1/4 cup superfine sugar
• freshly picked, clean, edible flowers (we used borage
Using the paint brush, brush egg whites onto flower petals front and back. Sprinkle sugar over
all painted parts of the flower. Let dry on wax paper for 12 to 24 hours. Flowers should be hard
and brittle to the touch. Store them in an airtight container until ready to use. * Amounts depend
on how many flowers you wish to candy. This is based on making only a few.

Floral Ice Cubes
Freezing edible flowers in ice cubes is easy and creates an impressive garnish in summer
drinks. Simply fill an ice cube tray will water and add rinsed flowers. You may have to poke them
down into the water if they float. Want to take this a step further? How about homemade popsicles with frozen flowers?
Here are some common edible flowers, their flavor notes, and some ideas on how to use them.

cont. on page 17
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Edible Flower
Ideas for Using

Flavor Notes

Bachelor's Buttons

Clove

Use as a garnish, chives alternative, or to infuse vinegar

Basil

Mild Basil

Use as a garnish, chives alternative, or to infuse vinegar

Bee Balm

Lemon-Mintoregano

Replace oregano in savory dishes, steep into
tea, bake into breads, add to a fruit salad, or
float in punch

Borage

Borage

Candy for use on confections, freeze in ice
cubes, garnish cold summer soups, or add to
craft cocktails/mocktails

Calendula

Woody,
earthy; resembles saffron

Mix into egg dishes, casseroles, baked goods,
salads, or sandwiches. The dried, ground petals make an inexpensive saffron substitute.

Chives

Sweet, mild
chive leaves

Use as a garnish, chives alternative, or to infuse vinegar

Hyssop: Lavender

Licorice,
mint

Steep fresh or dried into hot or iced tea,
sprinkle flowers over cold soups or fruit, or
add to baked goods

Lavender

Unique

Add to a simple syrup to make craft cocktails/mocktails or lavender lemonade. Bake
into bread, cookies, or scones. Flavor jellies

Nasturtiums

Peppery

Stuff blooms with soft cheeses, add to salad,
or use as a striking edible garnish. Unripe
seeds can be pickled as a substitute for capers

Signet Marigold

Spicy, tarragon, citrus

Infuse in oil and vinegar for a salad dressing,
or chop and use as you would tarragon.

Cont. on page 18
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Edible Flower

Flavor Notes

Ideas for Using

Pansy

Sweet, grassy, wintergreen

Sunflower

Grassy, nutty

Sweet William (Dianthus)

Clove

Candied or fresh, garnish
soft cheese or baked
goods for edible decoration
Unopened flowers can be
steamed and eaten like
artichokes, or petals of
opened flowers can be
sprinkled in salads as a
sunny garnish
Desserts, salads, sauces

Viola

Sweet, grassy, wintergreen

Candied or fresh, garnish
soft cheese or baked
goods
for edible decoration

